FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: November 11, 2018
CONTACT: Nic Jordan, nic@cisnerosforcongress.com

RELEASE: As Ballots Continue to be Counted, Young Kim Lies About
Campaign Representative Escorted from LA Registrar of Voters
Fullerton, Calif. – As ballots are still being counted for the 39th Congressional race at the Los
Angeles Registrar of Voters, the Young Kim campaign released a statement blatantly lying about
a campaign representative escorted from the Registrar. In spite of the claims made by the Young
Kim campaign, it was, in fact, a Kim representative that was asked to leave the Registrar after
harassing employees despite repeated warnings.
On Saturday night, the Kim representative reportedly continually interfered with workers,
touched screens, and demanded more information, before she was asked to leave the building at
7:23 pm by Registrar supervisors. This follows reports of Kim and Republican representatives
slowing down the counting process by attempting to challenge ballots with Latino surnames and
obstructing employees from reviewing signatures, while thousands of votes continue to be
counted in the race. Moreover, two Kim representatives were caught by County employees while
flipping through ballots and taking photographs on Sunday night and were asked to leave the
building at 5:50 pm. As of Sunday, November 11th, the race for California’s 39th District is still
officially too close to call.
The Cisneros campaign strongly encourages members of the press to contact the public affairs
office of the Los Angeles Registrar of Voters with inquiries at (800) 815-2666 and
mediainfo@rrcc.lacounty.gov.
Nic Jordan, Campaign manager for the Gil Cisneros campaign, released the following statement:
“I welcome the news that the Young Kim campaign will work to ensure all ballots are counted in
an orderly and timely manner, as their actions from the last several days would suggest
otherwise. Hopefully, the Kim campaign will re-evaluate its behavior following their

representative being asked to leave the Registrar. I look forward to the Kim campaign joining the
Cisneros campaign in respecting the work of Registrar employees and ensuring every ballot and
every voice is heard and counted.”
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